The professional perspective on patient involvement in the development of quality indicators: a qualitative analysis using the example of chronic heart failure in the German health care setting
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Purpose: There is an international consensus that quality indicators (QIs) of health care ought to represent patient-relevant aspects. Therefore, patient involvement in the development process is essential. However, there is no methodological gold standard for involving patients in QI development. The aim of this study is to explore experts’ views on the representation of patient-relevant aspects in the QI development process using the QIs developed in the context of the German National Disease Management Guideline for Heart Failure as an example.

Methods: Semi-structured, open telephone interviews were conducted with 15 German experts (patient representatives, physicians, researchers, and methodologists involved in guideline development or quality assessment). Interview themes were the relevance of the exemplary set of QIs for patients, as well as the legitimacy of, competence of, and collaboration with the patient representative who participated in the development process. Interviews were fully transcribed and content analyzed. Deductive categories derived from the research questions were supplemented by inductively formed categories during the review of the interview material.

Results: The qualitative analysis suggests a discrepancy between the guidelines’ QIs and those relevant to patients from an expert’s point of view, such as physician-patient communication and quality of counseling. Experts reported only minor communication and cooperation problems while working together in the guideline/QI development team. Concerns existed, for example, regarding the recruitment of patient representatives for diseases without self-help organizations, the financing of patient representation, and the training of patient representatives. Only few potential strategies for improving the process of patient involvement were mentioned.

Conclusion: Integrating the patients’ perspectives through the recruitment of a patient representative to participate in the development team was well established and broadly accepted. However, experts stated that the finally selected QIs represent only a small part of the patient-relevant aspects of medical care. According to the experts’ perceptions, the current processes provide a very limited scope for integrating the patients’ perspectives in a more extensive way. Supplementing the set of “conventional” QIs with additional, separately developed, “patient-side” QIs might help to include patient priorities in quality measurement.
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Introduction
Quality indicators (QIs) have been established in many health care settings to measure, compare, and increase the quality of health care.1 Indicators are measurable items referring to the structures, processes or outcomes of care.2 The interpretation of QIs
informs a judgment on the quality of care provided. QIs must comply with high quality standards and should be constructed in a careful and transparent manner by means of a systematic method. QIs have to be as valid and reliable as possible and they should be widely accepted for the purpose for which they are intended to be used. Specifically, there is a consensus that the quality criteria, which are measured by QIs, should represent a meaningful outcome for the patient and the health care system and that patients should be systematically involved in the QI development process. Despite the broad consensus on patient-orientation of health care items that shall be measured by QIs and on patient involvement in the QI development process, there seems to be a gap between theory and practice. Most often process indicators are used for quality measurement, which makes it difficult to locate a link to patient-relevant aspects of health care.

Given the fact that QIs may have a significant impact on the delivery of health care, eg, in the context of pay-for-performance models, it is crucial that QIs are reasonable, understandable, measurable, believable, and achievable for all persons concerned (the RUMBA criteria for quality assessment). However, to date, there is no methodological “gold standard” of how to involve patient representatives and patients’ perspectives most efficiently in the development and application of QIs.

This study aims to contribute to improving the methodology for the development and application of QIs, since the question of whether or not and, if so, to what extent QIs reflect health care issues relevant from the patients’ perspectives has not yet been examined. On the basis of the concrete example of a set of QIs included in the German National Disease Management Guideline (German NDMG) for heart failure (HF), we investigated the current state of patient involvement in the development and application of QIs from the professional perspective. The standardized, rigorous development procedure of NDMGs includes the participation of patient representatives to consider the patients’ perspectives.

The clinical example of HF was chosen because HF is an increasingly prevalent condition with high mortality and morbidity rates. HF symptoms have a detrimental influence on a patient’s functional status and quality of life. Medical recommendations such as weight monitoring, fluid and salt restriction, moderate physical exercise, and pharmacological therapies have a high impact on a patient’s daily living. In addition, the health care of patients with HF involves providers from various sectors (ambulatory care, in-patient care, palliative care, rehabilitative care, general practice care, specialized medical care, and interventional care), therefore, problems associated with cross-sectorial care may be most important to patients. The set of QIs developed for measuring the quality of care of HF patients in Germany focuses on technical parameters and on processes of care creating the most typical picture of QIs developed to date.

Specifically, the present qualitative study investigated the views of professionals, ie, researchers, methodologists, patient representatives, and health care providers involved in the development and interpretation of QIs in the German health care setting. We explored whether these experts feel that the QIs currently in use in the German health care setting represent patient-relevant aspects of quality of care or if they create their own pattern of health care issues far from patients’ needs. In addition we analyzed the potential as well as the limitations of patient involvement in the development of QIs from a professional perspective.

Material and methods

The present project is part of the QUALIPAT HEART Study (QUALity Indicators in healthcare: A qualitative analysis of PATient involvement using the example of HEART failure) funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research in Germany (project number 01GY1123). The study includes, apart from the present manuscript, investigations of the individual, as well as collective, views of patients with HF which will be published separately. The study was reviewed and approved by the ethics committee of the Hamburg Medical Association (31 May 2012, PV4089).

Context of the study

QIs, developed in the context of the German NDMG for chronic HF, constituted a concrete example used as a basis for interviews with experts. The German NDMG Program is a non-profit project set up in 2002 by the German Medical Association to promote the effective delivery of health and disability services within the framework of disease management in Germany, based on best available evidence from research and practice.

It relies on a broad-based collaborative network of experts from medical research, in- and outpatient care, opinion leaders and consumers, as well as on designing tools, to promote an evidence-based culture within the German health and disability sector. These tools include evidence-based guidelines, the circulation of the latest evidence-based news from Germany and abroad, and training. There is a formalized and transparent methodology, including the systematic inclusion of patient representatives, in place for developing guidelines and deducting QIs from these guidelines. Potential QIs are derived from the guidelines’ objectives and recommendations and assessed according to five criteria: their relevance to the
health care system, their risk of mismanagement, the clarity of their definition, the strength of their recommendation, and their possibility to influence indicator value, risk adjustment, barriers for implementation, and disposability of data. The final set of QIs is determined using a formal consensus process (nominal group technique). This process results in guideline-specific, ratio-based, QIs (see also Table 1, left column). Fifteen experts from eleven different medical societies and one patient representative were involved in the NDMG for chronic HF resulting in 13 guideline objectives, 127 recommendations and statements, and nine QIs (see Table 1 left column).16

Participants
In this qualitative interview study, a total of 15 experts were interviewed. An expert is a person that possesses specialized and profound knowledge of a field of interest due to his or her profession (eg, a scientist working in the field of quality improvement or a methodologist involved in guideline development) or personal affection (eg, a patient suffering from a certain condition and representing this patient group within formalized processes).20

We attempted to represent a spectrum of expertise as broad as possible, while still related to the quality of care of patients with HF. For interviewee recruitment, an a priori list of different types of required expertise was made including researchers in the field, methodologists for guideline and QI development, patient representatives and physicians from different settings, specialties and with different roles in the QI development process.

Five women and ten men were interviewed. A general practitioner, a health service researcher, a cardiologist, one patient representative who was involved in the development process of the NDMG HF, two other patient representatives involved in guideline and QI development for other clinical topics, four methodologists working for different leading German institutions for health care quality measurement, three leading personalities in the field of quality measurement in Germany, a rehabilitation scientist, and a nursing scientist agreed to participate in the study. Most of the interviewees wished to not be personally referenced regarding their statements, positions or affiliations when results of the study are published. We were interested in the experts’ personal views, which they had developed based on their previous professional experiences as opposed to the “official” and “politically correct” statements of their institutions or organizations. To assure confidentiality, we do not provide socio-demographic or professional information related to the quotes.

Data collection
Interviews were done based on a semi-structured interview guide allowing for individual inquiries and further exploration of issues introduced by the interviewee during the interview. Interview questions were pre-scripted in an open format to elicit detailed answers not anticipated by the interviewer. Further probing was done to clarify meanings and relevance to interviewees if needed.21,22 Interview guides were developed in an interdisciplinary team, based on topics relevant to patient involvement in QI development identified in a recent systematic review.13

The interview guideline covered the following topics: the relevance of the set of QIs as selected in the context of the NDMG HF from experts’ and patients’ views; the appropriateness of the selection, (desirable) properties, legitimacy and self-perception of the patient representative; the quantity and quality of contributions by the patient representatives regarding the guideline and QIs; communication or language barriers between lay persons and experts. Personal beliefs and experiences of the respondents were primarily targeted. The questions varied slightly depending on whether the interviewee was a patient representative, or a clinical or methodological expert, and on whether or not the person was involved in the NDMG HF development process.

An important technical aspect spanning all interviews was the fact that QI development should be discussed in the context of guideline development. In the German QI development process, as is international practice, potential QIs were derived from the recommendations and objectives of the guideline. This is why many interviewees did not distinguish properly between guideline and QI development so that many statements applied for both guideline and QI development.

The interview length varied between 29 and 59 minutes. The interviews were conducted via telephone by NJP (psychologist, post-doctorate research fellow), digitally recorded using a Zoom H2N recorder and fully transcribed by a research assistant. The accuracy of the transcripts was checked by NJP.

Data analysis
The interviews were analyzed using qualitative content analysis.23 This systematic procedure is used to reduce large amounts of data while preserving and extracting the main content. The analysis focused on experts’ views on patient-relevant aspects of quality of health care, as well as on the potential and limitations of patient involvement in the development of QIs. All transcripts were read several times to ensure familiarity with the material. The transcripts were broken down into fragments of analysis, which were coded
Table 1  Patient-relevant aspects of care, as mentioned by the interviewed experts, correlated with the final set of quality indicators for the NDMG HF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostics</th>
<th>Patient-relevant aspects of care according to expert opiniona</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ECG  numerator: number of patients who underwent an ECG (12 recordings) after presumptive diagnosis of chronic heart failure denominator: every patient with the presumptive diagnosis of chronic heart failure</td>
<td>(Correct) diagnosis by general practitioners and adequate NYHA classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Echocardiography numerator: number of patients with two-dimensional transthoracic echocardiography and Doppler flow measurement with left ventricular function analysis denominator: all patients with the presumptive diagnosis of chronic heart failure</td>
<td>Consultation quality (content and implementation, eg, consideration of patients’ needs and abilities, comprehensibility for lay persons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General treatment strategy</td>
<td>Adequate medication (according to guidelines)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Documentation of consultation on physical activity numerator: documentation of consultation on physical activity denominator: all eligible patients (risk groups are to be specified and excluded) with chronic heart failure and NYHA I-III</td>
<td>Outcome measurement (definition of therapy goals and review)/follow-up concerning aggravation and decompensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Documentation consultation on weight monitoring numerator: number of patients with documented consultation on weight monitoring and the necessity of informing their practitioner about short-term weight gain denominator: all symptomatic patients with chronic heart failure</td>
<td>Referral to specialists/interdisciplinary collaboration/interface management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical therapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. ACE inhibitors numerator: number of patients with ACE inhibitors denominator: all symptomatic patients and all asymptomatic patients with a proven cardiac ejection fraction &lt;35% and no contraindications for ACE inhibitors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Beta-blockers numerator: number of patients with beta-blockers denominator: all patients with NYHA II-IV and no contraindications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental therapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Cardiac resynchronization numerator: number of patients with cardiac resynchronization through bi-ventricular stimulation denominator: all patients with NYHA III-IV and cardiac ejection fraction &lt;35%, left ventricular dilatation, sinus rhythm, optimal medical therapy according to the guidelines and QRS &gt;120 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Serum electrolytes/renal function numerator: number of patients with regularly measured serum electrolytes and renal function (at least every 6 months) denominator: all patients with chronic heart failure by unchanged medication and unchanged NYHA-classification during that time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care management and interfaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Referral to a cardiologist numerator: number of patients referred to a cardiologist denominator: all patients with the presumptive diagnosis of chronic heart failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (only found in expert interviews)b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Doctor-patient-interaction (eg, attention)/communication (eg, information)  Inclusion of the family/social circle Waiting time (ambulatory care)/for appointments with specialists Quality of life Patient satisfaction Courses (global)/about self-care/self-monitoring Screening for depression Coordination of different DMP/provision for co-/multi-morbidity Continuity of the therapeutic team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: aRatio-based quality indicators derived in a formal process from the NDMG HF; as mentioned in telephone interviews. 
Abbreviations: NDMG, National Disease Management Guideline; HF, heart failure; ECG, electrocardiogram; NYHA, New York Heart Association; ACE, angiotensin-converting-enzyme; DMP, disease management program.
using deductively and inductively formed categories. These fragments can adopt different sizes ranging from parts of a sentence to a whole paragraph. Deductive categories were derived from the study’s aims as mentioned above, previous research results and the aspects of quality of care as worded in the guideline. These deductive categories were supplemented by inductively formed categories. Inductive categories were formed during the review of the interview material. If a relevant fragment was identified, a category name was derived from this fragment and a description of the category was drafted. Due to the exploratory nature of the study, the focus was mainly on inductive category formation.

We used the same category system to code all interviews. NJP coded all the material in close consultation with EB (physician, post-doctoral research fellow). The preliminary category system was presented to the members of the QUALIPAT HEART study group and the working group “qualitative methods” of the Department of Primary Medical Care of the University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, where it was discussed and tested for its intersubjective comprehensibility. Then, the complete material was subjected to a second coding.

Results

Overall, most interviewees regarded the involvement of patients in the development of guidelines and/or QIs per se as a valuable contribution, regardless of the concrete measurable extent of their input. Experts consistently felt that patient representation had invaluable merit when it comes to assessing the relevance or the weight of QIs. Moreover, they presented continuous reminders that it is ultimately all about the patients’ health.

[…] on the other hand, including what I said earlier about patient involvement in general, it’s just important that all processes that regulate, organize or register health care do not run without patients. Because that’s whom it all comes down to. That the signal is continuously sent: we do not make decisions above your heads. I consider this politically very relevant at the moment.

Representation of patient-relevant aspects of quality of health care

Consistently, experts perceived a large discrepancy between the set of QIs currently in use and the aspects which the interviewed experts thought would really represent the quality of care for patients with chronic HF in their daily lives. The output of the current development processes are “technical”, ratio-based QIs derived from recommendations that relate to detailed management instructions addressing medical personnel. Frequently mentioned examples were performing electrocardiograms or prescribing angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors. The aspects of care, that experts considered important for the patients, were categorized to be “generic” or “soft” and were perceived to oppose the guideline-derived indicators.

Table 1 depicts aspects of quality which experts regarded as relevant to patients and explicitly denominated during the interviews (right column). These are contrasted with the nine present QIs developed in the current guideline-based process (left column). The table is separated into categories of quality of care as defined within the NDMG HF (diagnostics, general treatment strategy etc). The category “other” refers to issues mentioned by the experts that were not attributable to one of the predefined categories.

Most experts acknowledged that many of these patient-relevant aspects of quality such as a satisfying doctor-patient interaction, or efficient communication lie beyond “the limits of routine documentation”, and that there is a lack of methods and instruments to properly assess most of these aspects. Many experts did not see a possibility of those aspects being measured with a reasonable amount of resources in routine care beyond research projects. They also raised the question as to how and through whom this information should be collected and processed. Overall, the majority of interviewees detected and criticized the neglect of the patient’s perspective in QI development and proposed that patient surveys, especially for measuring the quality of physician-patient communication and interaction, should be done systematically.

Challenges of patient involvement in guideline and QI development process

From the interviewees’ points of view, the selection of patient representatives for participation in a guideline or QI development process by asking patient groups to send a delegate has little to no need for optimization. Remarkably, no expert questioned the legitimacy of the patient representative. The experts acknowledged the legitimacy of a patient representative when he or she was delegated by a self-help organization that was member of a national association of patient groups (“Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft Selbsthilfe”), which in turn has rules regarding the transparency, independency, and neutrality of its members. In turn, experts stated that the legitimacy of patient groups, delegating patient representatives, was given by the long-standing and strong
organization of self-help in Germany and by their rights laid down in the German Health Insurance Act (Social Code Book V, § 140f).

The experts did not have a clear preference of whether a “real” suffering patient or a professional patient advocate is to be preferred. Experts stated that the ideal patient representative would have their own experiences with the health problem in focus, but he or she should be able to represent not only his/her own views but also the knowledge and collected experiences of his/her delegating group. At the same time, a certain amount of “professionalism”, with regard to understanding the medical interventions in discussion, their rationale and expected effects, as well as, a basic understanding of evidence-based methods, would be extremely helpful for the patient representative in order to relate to patient-relevant aspects of health care. When the experts generalized their statements to other index diseases one issue was repeatedly raised: for various diseases, especially for rare diseases, there is a lack of self-help groups with a certain level of professionalism. In some cases, groups of patients with similar experiences may substitute patient representation in the absence of formal patient groups for a certain disease. One example brought up was that patients with a gastrectomy may have several experiences overlapping with patients with gastric tumors. In addition, not surprisingly, many patients are not aware of the existence of guidelines, which some experts thought may be associated with a low level of interest in participating in guideline development. Generally, patients, who were not members of a self-help organization, are a priori excluded from the current selection process, a principal problem to which none of the experts had a solution. Moreover, experts argued that the possibility to choose among several patient representatives or to have more than one in the development group would likely increase the quality of the patient representation.

With regard to increasing the quality of the input brought into the development process by patient representatives, the interviewed experts suggested that self-help organizations should systematically collect “organizational knowledge”. This would include, for example, patients’ experiences regarding problems or requests that arise regularly, which could help inform guideline development groups about the patients’ perspectives on health care needs in a specific field. Experts emphasized that this procedure is recommended in methodological guides for patient participation such as the “patient participation” manual issued by the Agency for Quality in Medicine, which is hosting the NGDM process in Germany. However, several experts had the impression that the collection and dissemination of organizational knowledge was often not effective nor professional enough and should be improved. Another suggestion was that patient representatives should have the opportunity to train, e.g., communication skills, and to get familiar with evidence-based medicine working principles and procedures used in a guideline/QI development team. Experts linked the lack of needed skills and training opportunities with the general problem of insufficient financing of guideline development, which complicates the implementation of more complex recruitment strategies for patient representatives and financial compensation for self-help groups or patient advocates for guideline work.

**Potential and perception of patient involvement in the development of QIs**

Overall, the expert assessment of patient participation in guideline/QI development, among the interviewed experts in this study, was very positive. All experts perceived it a successful process. Patient representatives were generally understood as being “the best possible approach to the collective group of patients”. A patient representative – in general – was considered to dispose of aggregated patient experiences and interests, and views the care process across different sectors and types of health care providers. Therefore, the patient representative is able to shed light on complicated problems, such as reasons for non-compliance, for which scientific evidence is not conclusive. He or she may act as a counterbalance when there are conflicting professional, financial or political interests among delegates from different professional groups within the guideline team. There was virtually no reporting of acceptance/communication problems or language barriers between patient representatives and clinical or methodological experts during the development process.

Patient representatives in the NDMG development are equitable members of the guideline group, who are also entitled to vote. This also includes the development of QIs within the guideline program. The patient representatives reported perceiving themselves as full members of the group and being treated as such by other group members. Other experts confirm this perception. The willingness to adequately discuss patient representatives’ objections or suggestions was perceived by both sides. The scope for intervention in the process of QI development, following the development of guidelines, is the same (viz rather small) for all people involved, because QIs are generally derived by means of a defined procedure from the strong recommendations and objectives of the guideline. Experts see more potential for patient representative influence
in the development of the guidelines (by addition of aspects which the medical experts might not have presented), than in the deduction of QIs. In any case, important tasks for the patient representative are questioning certain politically or economically motivated proposals of medical experts (who want to make certain services of their field of expertise central aspects of the recommendations and quality control), assessing the relevance of potential QIs from the patient’s perspective and helping to correctly define the numerators and denominators of the QIs. Overall, the experts interviewed consider the current form of patient participation in the QI-development appropriate under the conditions of the present system. If no conclusive evidence exists for certain areas, the statements of the patient representative(s) (preferably several), based on the knowledge from the dispatching organization, shall be considered the “best evidence” and shall be used to formulate a “desideratum for research”. Sporadic suggestions were made for alternative ways of patient involvement. Patient involvement should be strengthened by the use of patient surveys to identify patient-relevant areas of quality (in the sense of quality deficits to work on) and as an instrument for measuring the appropriateness of QIs. This would imply a deviation from the NDMG Program (deduction of QIs from strong recommendations of the guidelines) and, therefore, would result in completely different QIs. Other suggestions related primarily to the implementation of patient surveys (in the absence of evidence in the NDMG development process and to determine the perceived objectives of the NDMG from the patient’s perspective). Workshops, advisory boards or focus groups could ensure that patient advocates’ opinions are not based solely on personal opinions, provide a forum for the opinion-forming process of patient representatives away from the “structural superiority of doctors”, and develop patient preferences more decidedly. In all of which patients, not organized in self-help groups, could also be included (eg, for minor or rare diseases) and QIs from NDMGs could be derived via different principles.

**Discussion**

**Summary of main results**

The participation of a patient representative, delegated by a corresponding patient group, as a method of patient involvement in the development of QIs, experienced widespread acceptance and was considered to be very important. Acceptance and communication problems were rarely reported. However, there seems to be a gap between what is feasible within the given processes and what would be desirable regarding patient orientation. The study shows that the QIs developed for the NDMG HF represent only a small part of expert-perceived patient relevance in terms of quality of health care. The QIs identified or desired by the experts and those contained in the NDMG HF differ significantly.

**Strengths and weaknesses**

To our knowledge, this is the first study investigating the experts’ views on patient involvement in QI development. It shows the professional point of view on the subject and draws an extensive, multi-perspective image of state, problems and potential of patient involvement in the QI development process. The respondents represented all roles and professions involved in the QI development process and, furthermore, also involved independent experts. Notably, the analysis included the view of three different patient representatives who had previously participated in guideline and QI development. As a basis for interviews with experts we used the concrete example of QIs developed for management of patients with HF within the German NDMG process. Thus, one could speak of respondent triangulation, ie, the collection of different data sources. This allows a particularly nuanced view, not only on how patient involvement should be embellished from an expert’s point of view, but also on the actual balance of the process. A limitation of the study is that the experts willing to participate in the study could potentially be subject to a positive bias in respect to guideline development, QI development, and patient involvement as it is practiced to date. In addition, using a concrete example from the German NDMG may not be fully transferable to other health care settings and QI development contexts. However, German QI development processes conform to internationally applied methods and processes.

**Discussion of results**

The study showed significant differences between the health care issues of the QIs included in the NDMG HF and those which experts considered to be important to patients. Treatment recommendations without strong evidence cannot be a basis for the development of QIs due to the formalized method of deriving ratio-based QIs as is internationally established. Most of the aspects experts thought to be probably more patient-relevant than those finally selected were indeed mentioned in the guideline underlying the concrete exemplary QI set investigated. Experts’ suggestions of patient-relevant quality aspects such as the relevance of a well-functioning doctor-patient relationship, of advice and of the negative effects of waiting times (eg, for appointments with specialists) were also confirmed by previous studies.
In general, the legitimacy of the patient representation was not queried by the experts included in our study. Hardly any acceptance and communication problems between the patient representatives and other guideline group members were reported. This may relate to the overall increasing professionalization of patient representation in Germany since the health reform law of 2004 demanding systematic patient representation in several committees responsible for political decisions and expertise in the health insurance system on the federal and state level.\(^27,28\) The main problems of patient representation perceived by the experts were a lack of: medical and/or methodological competence of the patient representatives, systematic collection of knowledge and experiences within patient groups, transfer of such knowledge to patient representatives, patient groups for rare diseases, and a low level of awareness of the existence and importance of guidelines and QIs.

These results suggest principal problems in the process of patient representation in QI development. The widely supported opinion, that clinical trials or high-quality evidence are often missing patient-relevant aspects of care, is based on the fact that these aspects of care generally do not qualify for a set of candidate QIs a priori.\(^29\) This raises the question whether the current criteria for QIs should be modified or the QI sets developed, using the current method, should be supplemented with additional measures. This new, additional type of “patient-relevant QI” could be generated using data from patient surveys, focus groups, or workshops. A recent systematic review mentioned focus groups; surveys based on written questionnaires and individual interviews with patients, patient representatives or relatives of those affected, as an alternative or additive way for patient involvement besides the participation of patient representatives in expert committees.\(^8\) In general, there is consensus that different methodological approaches need to be applied simultaneously in order to adequately include the perspectives of different stakeholders.\(^29\) With respect to the inclusion of the patients’ perspectives, resource-saving measuring instruments and survey techniques for measuring patient-relevant aspects of quality are needed. Apart from that, a stronger focus of clinical research on patient-relevant aspects would be the basic requirement for “successful” patient participation in future QI development processes. A priority pattern of patient relevant research would be helpful to target clinical research to generate scientific evidence matching the patients’ perspectives.

With regard to patient representation by recruiting an individual patient representative to participate in the QI development group, this study identified some potential for adaptation in current processes. When there are few or no patient representatives available (because the indications have no self-help representation, eg, a rapidly progressive fatal outcome or harmless, non-chronic conditions), procedures must be formalized to ensure the representation of the patients’ perspectives. For existing patient self-help organizations, recommendations for patient representatives have already been formulated.\(^10\) Furthermore, the awareness of the existence and importance of guidelines (and QIs) for exerting influence on what health care providers do when they manage a specific clinical condition, should be promoted much more in patient circles and in the community to enlarge the circle of potential contributors. Additionally, raising the financial compensation of expenses related to the participation in such development processes (eg, travel expenses) may increase the willingness of qualified and motivated patients to participate in such groups. In conclusion, this study provides starting points on how the perspective of patients may be included more effectively into the QI development process.
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